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Special points of interest:  
 

 Remember to bring hats, water bottle, sunscreen, safe footwear and a packed lunch - we 
request no instant noodles please! 

 

 On ’wet days’ don’t forget to also bring bathers, a towel, a rashi and spare clothes. 
   

 If you are eligible for Child Care Benefit (CCB) or Child Care Rebate (CCR) you may    
receive a deduction on your fees. Please register with the Department of Human Services 
(DHS) on 136 150.  

 

 Salary Packaging is available. Please return signed forms to Human Resources M350 asap.  

Tuesday 12th April  
Centre - Opposite Day 
 

Don’t come on down to the centre! 
Today is not Opposite Day! It will 
not be any fun at all. We will not be 
baking upside down cakes,  we 
won’t try to roll up some inside-
out sushi,  we won’t start a   
backwards trolley race nor will 
we do a backwards obstacle 
course, or even play a new game 
that’s not been specially made for 
today: Backwards Dodge. The 
kids will not get to be playleaders, 
and the playleaders certainly won’t 
get to be kids.  No backwards 
movies will be getting made on this 
Opposite Day, and no one will get 
to swap the rooms of the     
centre around today.  No one.  It’s 
not Opposite Day.  
 

Don’t be prepared to have a good 
time.  This will be bad. Seriously.  
Not seriously.  Seriously.  Not. 
 

It’s NOT Opposite Day! 
 

Cost: $92.00 per child full fee 

Monday 11th  
April 
Centre –  
Indiana Jones  
Day 
 

“Fortune and glory, 
kids. Fortune and  
glory.” Get on down to experience 
a swashbuckling, treasure finding, 
snake defying day in the life of    
Indiana Jones! Be prepared to    
become a fully trained “Professor 
of Archaeology, expert on the   
occult, and how does one say it…         
obtainer of rare antiquities.” 
You junior archaeologists will be 
facing gross bug challenges, bash 
and crash car races and The 
Temple of Doom! It won't be all 
about   physical challenges: you’ll 
also need to sharpen your mind 
with some riddles and puzzles, 
before combining all the pieces to 
take on the Epic Indiana Jones 
Treasure Hunt, and remember, 
“X never, ever marks the spot.” 
 

Cost:  $92.00 per child full fee 

Wednesday 13th April  
Excursion - Scitech and Na-
turescape 
 

Ever wondered how hover disks 
work? Or how bees make liquid 
gold, otherwise known as honey? 
Or how water in your garden   
becomes rain again? Scitech have, 
and while they haven’t discovered 
ALL the answers (yet), they have at 
least created cool galleries, 
hands-on exhibits, a neat gift 
shop and that thing that makes 
your hair stand on end. And 
that’s just where the excitement 
begins! Once we’re tired of being 
shocked by science we descend to 
the Naturescape at Kings Park to 
check out the science of           
exploring, climbing rocks and 
rope courses, splashing in 
creeks, building cubbies and 
just plain old getting dirty! 
 

Bus departs at 9:30am and     
returns at 4:30pm 
 

 

Cost: $92.00 per child full fee 
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Friday 15th April 
Excursion - JumpAbout 
 

By popular request we are going  
to JumpAbout! You’ll need to  
bring  a pair of socks to go with your strong pair of 
legs, as we’ll bounce the whole morning away   
before heading to maybe the best park ever…Volcano 
Playground at Faulkner Park! Now your legs are 
warmed up, we can play sport, join a big game of 
chasey, get on the flying fox, climb on the monkey 
bars, get in the sandpit, and if you’re legs are too tired 
get under the mist from the volcano and find a cool 
spot under all the trees! Oh yeah! 
 

Bus departs at 9:30am and returns at 4:30pm 
 

Cost:  $92.00 per child full fee 

 Thursday 14th April 
Centre - 90’s Day 
 

Sup doggggssss. It’s go time. Come along to 90’s day 
and enjoy the wicked O.G activities yo. It’s gonna be off 
the heasy. Come make chokers, slap bracelets,    
delicious spiders, awesome beany babies and fruity 
loop and rock candy jewellery while learning to 
wrestle WWE style. Play some classic PlayStation 
One with Crash Bandicoot, before hitting the dance 
off to a specially crafted playlist featuring a lot of Spice 
Girls, Backstreet Boys 
and Michael Jackson.  
It’s gonna be so tight.  
Word.  
 

Cost:  $92.00 per child  
full fee 
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Monday 18th April 
Centre - Lion King Day 
 

“Naaaaaants ingonyama bagithi 
Baba, sithi uhm ingonyama”!!  
Follow old Rafiki (he knows the 
way!) to Pride Rock for King Sim-
ba’s finest fling! In the jungle, the 
mighty jungle, the lion siiiiiings to-
night  – and you can too! Come on 
over and channel a little hakuna 
matata in our tropical oasis   kar-
aoke showdown!  
Stampede your way down to our 
bug belching and slug slurping 
challenges, do a little bowling for 
buzzards, and if you’re feeling   flat-
ulent, channel your inner warthog in 
our epic f-a-r-t-off and comedy 
challenge! We’ll top the day off 
with some incredibly epic            
performances around uni so that 
EVERYONE feels part of the Cir-
rrrrcle of Liiiiiifeeeee!!!!! Don’t 
miss out, it’s gonna be a mane 
event!  
 

Cost:  
$92.00  
per  
child  
full  
fee 
 

Thursday 21st April 
Excursion - Canning Cycle and   
Point  Walter 
Don’t forget to bring a bike today -  
we’re cycling along the Swan River 
from Canning Bridge to Point     
Walter! Once we’ve made it, we can 
cool of by jumping in the river, or 
keep coasting with a game of river 
cricket, a walk out on the     
sandbar or checking out their   
awesome playground. Bring a 
packed lunch, closed in shoes 
for the ride, a helmet and a 
functioning bike, as well as bath-
ers, a towel and a change of 
clothes if you’re planning to get 
in the river! A shuttle bus from 
Canning Bridge will be available for 
the less cycling enthusiastic, so if you 
don’t feel like the big ride: you can 
get to Point Walter even sooner! 
 
Bus departs at 10am and       
returns at 4:30pm 
 
Cost:  $92.00  
per child full fee 

Friday 22nd April 
Centre - Master Chef Day  
 

Congratulations! We hope you’re ready to batter up! 
You’ve made it to the top 40 and your teams will be 
challenged to dazzle our specially selected judges  
with your signature dishes. You will have your  
palate tested, face the mystery box, make good ingredient choices 
(as well as silly cravats) and chef it through different pressure challenges  
as we complete an array of tough culinary tests before we plate up at the 
end of the day. Do you have what it takes to be UWA’s next Master 
Chef ? 
 

Cost:  $92.00 per child full fee 

Wednesday  
20th April 
Centre -  
Amazing Race  
 

 

 

We can’t tell you much about     
today, because it’s top secret. All 
we can say is that you’ll be setting 
off on an adventure, competing in 
teams across the UWA campus; 
working together, following 
clues and getting slowed down 
by ‘detours’ and ‘roadblocks’ on 
your way to completing each of the 
challenges waiting for you around 
the campus. So bring your running 
shoes, pack a sense of adventure 
and slap on your cleverest    
thinking cap, because you will 
need them all to complete        
THE AMAZING RACE!  

Monday 25th April  -  Centre Closed for ANZAC Day 
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Tuesday 19th  
April 
Excursion -   
Barking Gecko  
and Braithwaite 
 

Today we’re  
heading back to Barking Gecko to 
enjoy... The story of Bambert - an  
impossibly small man with an        
enormous love for writing. Tucked 
away in his quiet attic, his only      
companions are the characters he has 
created in his stories. And then one 
day, Bambert decides to set his stories 
free, to send them out into the world 
on little balloons, in the hope that they 
will find a home.  
 

Once we’re all theatre’d out we’re 
going to Braithwaite Park to check 
out all the logs, stepping stones, 
ropes, obstacles, plants and a 
zip line, that make up this awe-
some new Nature Play Area! 
 
Bus departs at 10am and      
returns at 4:30pm 
 
 

Cost: $92.00 per child full fee Cost:  $92.00 per child full fee 

Don t forget to 

bring  
-a packed lunch 

- a water bottle  

Be sun safe! Don t forget to wear 
- a hat  
- sunscreen 

On wet days , 

don t forget 

- bathers + a rashi 

- towel  

- change of 

clothes 

  VACATION CARE NOTICE BOARD  

* We request NO electronic devices please.  

Make sure to 
wear  
- safe footwear 

- socks for  
  Jump About + 
Cycling   

Tuesday 26th April 
Excursion - Movies & Woodbridge Riverside Play Space 
 

It’s the end of the holidays and if you haven’t been to the cinemas yet, or 
you love it so much you want to go again, then come join us today as we 
head to Ace Cinemas! We’ll bring our usual homemade popcorn and 
lollies but feel free to bring some money to spend if you’d like.  Afterwards 
we’ll venture out to the nearby, very cool Woodbridge Riverside Playspace!  
Play cricket, soccer, footy, chasey, hide-and-seek, build a dam in the 
miniature river or get on the harnessed-up-seat on the flying fox! Whoo!
    

       Bus departs at 
       9:30am and     
       returns by  

       4:30pm 

       Cost: $92.00 per 
       child full fee  


